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the united states pledged on thursday to increase weapons and funding support for ukrainian troops fighting russia-backed separatists in eastern
ukraine but stipulated that it will not provide lethal aid unless its security and that of the entire region are guaranteed. the u.s. administration declared

that it will not provide lethal aid to ukraine unless its security is secured and its sovereignty fully respected. lifesaving aid such as water purification
equipment would be provided, the president’s spokesman said. earth hour is a worldwide campaign to raise awareness of the impact of global warming
and combat climate change. this year, hundreds of cities are participating in an hour of “darkness” in support of clean energy and raising awareness of

climate change. for the past 15 years, the initiative has been sponsored by the world bank. throughout the world, world bank staff, partners and
borrowers have switched off all lights for one hour in support of earth hour. the annual event is being held as part of earth day on sunday, 22nd june
2014. this year, world bank, its member institutions and borrowers worldwide will switch off lights to raise awareness of climate change and promote
clean energy. in a year of testing, the russians have never failed to increase the range of their long-range cruise missiles, according to the pentagon's
defense science board. and the latest cruise missile test showed that the weapon had the range to reach deep into iran. the pentagon's annual report

card on russia was published wednesday.
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to control the firing frequency of the model, three pulses were separated by a set time interval. the duration
of the first and third pulses and the time interval between the pulses were determined experimentally to vary
the firing frequency of the model without excessive skipping. in 2008 a group of researchers from the united
states and japan published a report about to less-than-perfect correlation between the size and duration of
the south pacific salmon fishery and environmental measurements [ 54 ]. a controversial 2005 paper on the
ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbons (cfcs) issued by the intergovernmental panel on climate change used

data from a very low-quality australian-developed cfc network and concluded that the environmental impacts
of cfcs might be overestimated [ 55 ]. the internationally-funded global atmospheric watch (gaw) project runs
the world's largest network of "ground stations" that constantly measure concentrations of greenhouse gases,

and other atmospheric properties, in the world's atmosphere. gaw researchers use this data to improve
climate models, which is vital to predicting future global climate. in 2010 researchers from the university of

mississippi analyzed a database of 1.85 million television advertisements aired between 2000 and 2007 in the
united states, and concluded that they could predict consumer behavior and promote and sell products to

consumers based on subtle shifts in the tones of television advertisements [ 73 ]. the paper was published in
the british journal of psychiatry and one of the authors was subsequently hired by a leading consumer

neuroscience company [ 74 ]. 5ec8ef588b
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